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Is the book of mormon suitable for 12 year old
Something went wrong. Wait a moment and try again. The Book of Mormon comes from South Park creators Trey Parker and Matt Stone, and Avenue Q co-creator Robert Lopez. The Book of Mormon, winner of nine Tony Awards® and four Olivier Awards, including Best Musical for both, follows a pair of Mormon boys sent on a mission to a place
that’s about as far away a from Salt Lake City as you can get. “THE BEST MUSICAL OF THIS CENTURY” New York Times – Ben Brantley Important COVID-19 information We recommend that you wear a mask while inside this venue. Contains swearing, sexual content, offensive content. Not suitable for young children. Ages 17 and up. Everyone,
regardless of age, must have their own ticket to enter the theatre. Children under the age of 16 must be accompanied by and sat next to a ticketholder who is at least 18 years old. Children under the age of 3 will not be admitted. Latecomers may not be admitted until a suitable break in the performance. You may not bring food or drink purchased
elsewhere Important COVID-19 information We recommend that you wear a mask while inside this venue. Find out more about the venue for your show: Directions, Transport options and facilities. 31 Coventry Street London W1D 6AS Nearest Bus stop: (Haymarket) 3, 6, 12, 13, 19, 23, 38, 88, 139 Parking: Leicester Square, Whitcomb Street (1min)
Nearest Night Bus: (Haymarket) 6, 12, 23, 88, 139, N3, N13, N18, N19, N38, N97, N136, N550, N551 Nearest Tube: Bakerloo, Piccadilly Directions: (2mins) Take Coventry Street and the theatre is be past the London Trocadero on your right. Nearest Station: Charing Cross The Book of Mormon is the multi-award winning smash-hit Broadway musical
from creators of South Park, Trey Parker and Matt Stone, with music by Avenue Q maestro Robert Lopez. With several Tony, Olivier, Drama Desk Awards, including Best Musical and Best New Musical, under its belt, The Book of Mormon continues to entertain audiences at the Prince of Wales Theatre with its wild combination of hilariously
outrageous and offensive humour! Originally opening on Broadway in 2011 and the West End in 2013, The Book of Mormon follows the journey of two Mormon Elders who are sent from their base in Salt Lake City, USA, to the dark depths of Uganda for missionary duties. On arrival in Africa, Elder Price and Elder Cunningham are shocked by the
cultural difference between them and the initially hostile villagers. In an attempt to settle in to their new surroundings, Elder Cunningham preaches a strange Star Wars interpretation of the holy book to the natives whilst Elder Price demonstrates his resolve as a missionary. Soon, the pair integrate with the Ugandans and meet Nabulungi, the tribe
leader’s daughter who soon becomes infatuated by the idea of the USA and “Sal Tlay Ka Siti”. As they begin to form friendships with the villagers, who are becoming receptive to the idea of Mormonism, the pair star to being their own Mormon faith into question. Winning a Grammy Award for Best Musical Theater Album, The Book of Mormon has an
incredibly memorable score, including songs such as “Hello”, “Two by Two”, “Turn It Off” and “I Believe”. Directed by the prolific Casey Nicholaw (Aladdin), The Book of Mormon is rife with humour that pokes fun at race and religion, The Book of Mormon is the risqué musical that leaves audience in absolute stitches from start to finish! Child
friendly? The Book of Mormon is recommended for ages 18 and up and contains extremely explicit adult content, themes and language. Under 15’s will not be admitted into the auditorium. February 6, 2022 This was an amazing book. It was so beautifully written, and we get perspective from all of the characters from the musical. It brings more
insight into the story than what we see in the musical. We get to know a lot more about Connor, and we even see chapters from his point of view. However, this story should be read by mature 14 year olds, maybe 13 and up. There are a couple of innuendos, a lot of references to drugs and smoking, and a lot of cursing. That being said, it’s a beautiful
book that made me cry many times in a row for completely different things in the book, because the emotion is so raw. I would also recommend listening to the audiobook, because it sounds very nice, there is calming background music, and also Mike Faist who played Connor in the OBC of Dear Evan Hansen reads for Connor’s parts. This title has:
Too much drinking/drugs/smoking November 16, 2021 This novel has many reasons to read- loveable characters, funny moments and a unique storyline, but at the same time has sad parts, and of course inappropriate parts. Parents should know that this novel contains a noticable amount of cussing. There is also one character who makes lots of dirty
jokes relating to sex. There are descriptions of anxiety and depression, and a lot of mentions to suicide. Honestly it really comes down to parent discretion. I read this novel when I was 14 and while the sex jokes disgusted me a bit rather than amused me, I really enjoyed this read. This title has: November 12, 2021 This title has: Too much
drinking/drugs/smoking September 26, 2021 Loved the movie and musical and book is just as amazing but definitely has some themes that aren’t good for kids. This title has: August 15, 2021 I loved this book. It has a lot of emotional scenes and a morally grey protagonist. The relationships between characters are portrayed wonderfully. One of my
favourite teen books for sure! I definetly reccommend it for teens and adults. I have it lent for my friend right now. This title has: Too much drinking/drugs/smoking August 15, 2021 I´ll break it down for everyone. Swearing- F*ck (15 times or so) Sh*t (5 times-ish) And all the others not that often. Violence- The book revolves around a suicide, no
violence though. Sex- People are complaining about this, its pretty normal for a YA novel. Strict Parents- 14+ Normal Parents- 12+ Kids that don´t ask their parents so frick it- 10+ August 8, 2021 I was/am twelve when I read this book. It was beautifully written and expressed powerful messages through the pages. Definitely one of my favorites. The
reason why I'm not giving it five stars is because of the sexual content. Nothing is put into strong detail, and I realize it's part of a character's personality and the whole 'high school' stereotype. Swearing: 7/10 - A lot. A curse word such as sh!t every couple pages in reasonable scenarios. Sexy Stuff: 5/10 - the occasional sex joke every now and then
(ex. jacking off, sucking for meth. i personally didn't think it was that extreme, just tends to be a lot of it). Drugs: 6/10 - a character asks about a 'supplier', and one character smoked. mentions of crack, drugs, pot. Other than all that, please remember this book IS centered around a suicide, so it can be dark at times. However it expresses a powerful
message of telling the truth and anxiety. Every teenager should read this at one point in their lives. This title has: Too much drinking/drugs/smoking July 31, 2021 Awesome message, but i really wish it was cleaner. This title has: July 18, 2021 Good Book, though, It does cover topic such as Depression, Anxiety, Suicidal Thoughts/Suicide, Sexual Topics
and Drugs. The story resolves around a young teens suicide. The main characters 'family friend' often makes sexual jokes towards Evan Hansen. Overall a good book, rated towards 12+ May 14, 2021 This book touches some heavy real live problems like teen suicide and social anxiety, being big fan of the musical i realy enjoyed the book but it might
be too heavy for younger kids. There is some swearing but very little. Overall it is a nice book and i recomend it. This title has: Be the first to add a certification Strong sexual themes occur throughout the Broadway musical that will undoubtably appear in the film. Topics include crass jokes about genital mutilation, bestiality, sex with infants, AIDS,
oral and anal sex, and more. A man interrupts multiple songs to announce, "I have maggots in my scrotum." General Butt F*cking Naked is a violent war lord who shoots a man in the face which splatters blood all over Elder Price. He threatens to kill others. Extremely strong language throughout (about 40 f-bombs in the Broadway musical), many of
which is directed toward God. The language used is more vulgar and frequent than most South Park episodes. Most of the foul language in the show comes from the people of Uganda, who go above and beyond to express the fact that they hate God in "Hasa Diga Eebowai" (a made-up phrase that translates to "F*ck you, God!"). They later learn a
twisted story of Mormonism and put on a profane, orgy-like show during "Joseph Smith American Moses." During a low point in his mission, Elder Price is seen drinking at a bar. We later find out he is drinking at a coffee bar. "Spooky Mormon Hell Dream" might be frightening for younger viewers. The Book of Mormon, created by Trey Parker and
Matt Stone, contains material similar to South Park. It is intended for adults only.
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